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It is estimated that 9% of couples worldwide are infertile [Ref: 
Human Reproduction]. Although it remains difficult, women unable 
to conceive naturally, or who are past their reproductive prime, are 
still able to have a child. To do so, many seek high-tech, low cost 
help from developing countries like India or relatively poor Eastern 
European countries like Russia or Hungary. Long waiting times related 
to a shortage of eggs and sperm in the UK and elsewhere, the lack of 
donor anonymity, over-regulation [Ref: Mother Jones], high costs and 
poor experiences of treatment are cited as reasons for going abroad 
for help [Ref: Scotsman]. In India, which leads the world in fertility 
tourism, ‘commissioning couples’ can expect high-quality care, cost 
effective treatment, a high success rate and few legal hurdles. Donor 
eggs, sperm, and embryos are available, and women can become 
pregnant through IVF or can hire a surrogate - a woman who bears 
a child, genetically unrelated to herself whom she will give up on 
delivery. But while demand for such services keeps growing, so too do 
the legal, moral and ethical concerns related to its practice. Dubbed 
the ‘wild, wild west of medicine’ by bioethicist Arthur Caplan, many 
argue that the unregulated, global nature of commercial surrogacy and 
egg and sperm donation is highly vulnerable to exploitative practices. 
In India the Assisted Reproductive Technologies (Regulation) Bill - 
2010, is just the latest attempt to regulate fertility services that some 
fear are spinning out of control [Ref: PRS]. Should we celebrate the 
material and emotional gains brought about by fertility tourism, for 
surrogates, donors and commissioning parents alike? Or do we need 
to be more circumspect about the thriving ‘rent-a-womb’ market and 
the ‘outsourcing of pregnancy’? There are growing calls for regulation, 
with particular concerns that current arrangements may unfairly exploit 
surrogate mothers [Ref: Reuters].
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surrogacy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_media
http://humrep.oxfordjournals.org/content/22/6/1506.abstract
http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2010/02/surrogacy-tourism-india-nayna-patel?page=2
http://www.scotsman.com/news/ivf-couples-forced-to-travel-abroad-by-shortage-of-donors-1-1714397
http://www.prsindia.org/uploads/media/vikas_doc/docs/1241500084~~DraftARTBill.pdf
http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/09/30/us-india-surrogates-idUSBRE98T07F20130930
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what’s on offer?
Egg donation and surrogacy remain the most controversial and 
talked about practices within the fertility tourism debate, both 
because of the potential health risks posed to the donor and 
surrogate, and because of the moral ambivalence involved. Both 
involve highly technical and complicated clinical procedures: 
egg donation is the process by which a woman provides one or 
several eggs for the purpose of assisted reproduction. Donors 
are injected with a follicle-stimulating hormone, which increases 
ovarian activity, producing more eggs than during a normal 
cycle - often between 10 and 15. Surrogacy refers to the process 
in which a woman carries the baby in her womb ‘for’ another 
couple. Through in vitro fertilisation (IVF), an embryo created 
from the sperm or egg of donors or from the couple wanting a 
baby is implanted in the surrogate’s womb. In India, surrogate’s 
own eggs are not used, to ensure there is no biological link 
between her and the baby. Rules stipulate that a surrogate 
must already have a child of her own to minimise the potential 
negative emotional consequences of giving up the baby at birth.

a win-win situation?
Surrogacy affords many infertile, often desperate, couples the 
possibility of having a child [Ref: Medindia]. For many couples 
in the West, the procedure is forbiddingly expensive, affordable 
only to professionals like doctors and lawyers [Ref: New York 
Times]. Moreover, in most other countries legal issues and 
red tape deter couples from availing of surrogacy [Ref: Wall 
Street Journal]. Commercial surrogacy can be seen as having 
benefits for both parties. For the surrogates, choosing to carry 
a child [Ref: Cubically Challenged] for contracting couples is 

an opportunity for financial empowerment [Ref: Rediff India], 
enabling them to secure a ‘better life’ for themselves and 
their families [Ref: India Today]. Others point to an altruistic 
dimension: in a country where childbirth is almost sacred, 
Indian surrogates may feel happy to help infertile couples [Ref: 
Medindia]. While there are always health risks involved in 
fertility treatment, pregnancy and childbirth, India has highly 
trained doctors and sound medical facilities that provide good 
healthcare for both the surrogate and the baby [Ref: Today]. 
Some worry that surrogates may suffer psychological damage 
after giving up the baby, but most women receive counselling 
to help them cope with the situation. Also, most clinics stipulate 
that surrogates already have children of their own so they will be 
aware of the physical and emotional tolls of pregnancy.

dehumanising and exploitative?
Commercial surrogacy is big business. Legalised in India in 
2002, it is now a $2 billion-a-year industry, with an estimated 
1,000 clinics. Indeed, many of these clinics advertise ‘healthy 
young women – superovulated exclusively for you’ [Ref: 
Guardian]. Critics argue that placing a profit motive at the heart 
of fertility treatments can be dangerous, however, pointing to 
the risks posed to egg donors and surrogates inherent in IVF 
fertilisation, such as ovarian hyper-stimulation. The growing 
number of Western couples seeking donors and surrogates 
in India has prompted many to view this as the exploitation 
of women [Ref: MightyLaws.in] based on reproductive health 
inequalities [Ref: Expert Reviews]. The charge of exploitation 
finds the use of bodies or the ‘renting of wombs’ of poor women 
in developing countries in exchange for money disconcerting 

http://www.medindia.net/news/India-Becoming-Commercial-Surrogacy-Centre-31329-1.htm
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/03/04/world/asia/04iht-mother.1.10690283.html?_r=3&
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/03/04/world/asia/04iht-mother.1.10690283.html?_r=3&
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052748703493504576007774155273928
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052748703493504576007774155273928
http://apusworld.wordpress.com/2008/01/03/surrogacy-exploitation-or-choice/
http://www.rediff.com/news/2007/nov/01spec.htm
http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/Donating+a+womb/1/1174.html
http://www.medindia.net/news/India-Becoming-Commercial-Surrogacy-Centre-31329-2.htm
http://www.today.com/id/23252624
http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2008/jul/30/familyandrelationships.healthandwellbeing
http://www.mightylaws.in/542/outsourcing-motherhood
http://eprints.mdx.ac.uk/3996/1/erog09_editorial_Expert_review_of_obs_%26_gynec.pdf
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and dehumanising [Ref: Nature]. Terms such as ‘outsourced 
pregnancy’ suggest the practice of egg donation and commercial 
surrogacy is akin to other outsourced business operation 
exploiting cheap labour in countries like India [Ref: Slate]. In 
commercial surrogacy, it is argued, women are viewed primarily 
as an instrument of childbearing, and their wombs treated as 
commodities; all of which has implications for how society views 
women, and the emotional relationship between mother and 
child. The discussion has also become inextricable from concerns 
about poverty, with many questioning whether poor women, 
sometimes in financially desperate situations, really do have 
a choice [Ref: Dr. Malpani’s Blog]. Others have also expressed 
concern that women may be coerced by their husbands or in-
laws into becoming surrogates, and many argue that uneducated 
poor women are forced into surrogacy by middlemen, some 
of whom have been accused of cheating the surrogates out of 
their compensation [Ref: wscpedia.org]. Others, however, make 
the point that poor women are still capable of making choices 
[Ref: Stanford University]. They argue that commercial surrogacy 
should be viewed as a welcome and effective means of assisting 
infertile couples, whilst at the same time providing reasonable 
financial compensation to those women prepared to help them.

http://blogs.nature.com/spoonful/2010/07/made_in_india_east_meets_west.html
http://www.slate.com/articles/double_x/doublex/2010/08/india_the_rentawomb_capital_of_the_world.html
http://blog.drmalpani.com/2009/09/ivf-news-experts-attack-fertility.html
http://wscpedia.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=263%3As
http://www.stanford.edu/group/womenscourage/Surrogacy/debate.html
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http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/mamata-nanda/india-international-commercial-surrogacy_b_4037843.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/mamata-nanda/india-international-commercial-surrogacy_b_4037843.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/dr-raywat-deonandan/reproductive-tourism_b_2039343.html
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703493504576007774155273928.html
http://www.slate.com/id/2263136/
http://www.theguardian.com/society/2009/jun/29/women-over-40-fertility-tourism
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/indiahome/indianews/article-2364404/Indias-surrogate-baby-circus-overlooks-vital-equation-The-mother.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/indiahome/indianews/article-2364404/Indias-surrogate-baby-circus-overlooks-vital-equation-The-mother.html
http://www.hud.ac.uk/news/allstories/increasingconcernsaboutsurrogacy.php
http://archive.tehelka.com/story_main49.asp?filename=Ws080611ChildLabour.asp
http://www.cbc-network.org/2011/01/outsourcing-pregnancy-just-another-job/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-396220/The-misery-baby-trade.html
http://www.culturewars.org.uk/index.php/site/article/a_closer_look_at_surrogacy/
http://globalivf.com/2013/05/25/surrogacy-in-india/
http://hir.harvard.edu/frontiers-of-conflict/womb-for-rent?page=0,0
http://indiatoday.intoday.in/site/story/Donating+a+womb/1/1174.html
http://www.omantribune.com/index.php?page=leisure_details&id=3624&heading=Cinema
http://eprints.mdx.ac.uk/3996/1/erog09_editorial_Expert_review_of_obs_%26_gynec.pdf
http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2008/jul/30/familyandrelationships.healthandwellbeing
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/03/04/world/asia/04iht-mother.1.10690283.html?_r=3&
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Global Surrogate Mother’s Advancing Rights Trust
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/surrogacy-overseas
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/mother-tongue/9860773/Are-test-tube-babies-at-greater-health-risk.html
http://www.mightylaws.in/542/outsourcing-motherhood
http://www.bionews.org.uk/page_89652.asp
http://blog.practicalethics.ox.ac.uk/2011/01/do-we-confuse-surrogacy-with-prostitution/
http://www.biopoliticaltimes.org/article.php?id=5497
http://blogs.nature.com/spoonful/2010/07/made_in_india_east_meets_west.html
http://motherjones.com/politics/2010/02/surrogacy-tourism-india-nayna-patel?page=2
http://blogs.hindustantimes.com/expat-on-the-edge/2009/12/09/is-commercial-surrogacy-in-india-ethical/
http://www.today.com/id/23252624#.UtfLqRDV99Y
http://apusworld.wordpress.com/2008/01/03/surrogacy-exploitation-or-choice/
http://www.stanford.edu/group/womenscourage/Surrogacy/debate.html
http://www.prsindia.org/uploads/media/vikas_doc/docs/1241500084~~DraftARTBill.pdf
http://www.rediff.com/news/2007/nov/01spec.htm
http://www.marieclaire.com/world-reports/news/womb-rent-india-4
http://humrep.oxfordjournals.org/content/22/6/1506.abstract
http://humrep.oxfordjournals.org/content/22/6/1506.abstract
http://wscpedia.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=263%3Asurrogacy-boon-or-bane&catid=4&Itemid=8
http://www.surrogatemotherstrust.org/
http://samawomenshealth.wordpress.com/
http://surrogacyindia.com/
http://www.surrogacyuk.org/
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http://www.independent.ie/irish-news/couple-who-had-twins-tell-of-regret-after-embryo-aborted-in-surrogacy-29910046.html
http://www.independent.ie/irish-news/couple-who-had-twins-tell-of-regret-after-embryo-aborted-in-surrogacy-29910046.html
http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/09/30/us-india-surrogates-idUSBRE98T07F20130930
http://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/health/diet-and-nutrition/surrogate-children-in-india-deprived-of-mothers-milk/article4917720.ece
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/indiahome/indianews/article-2364391/New-project-aims-train-surrogate-mothers-second-career.html
http://www.globalpost.com/dispatch/news/regions/asia-pacific/india/130610/india-israeli-sex-offender-taps-indias-booming-surro
http://www.globalpost.com/dispatch/news/regions/asia-pacific/india/130610/india-israeli-sex-offender-taps-indias-booming-surro
http://www.indianexpress.com/news/govt-set-to-allow-visas-to-singles-too-for-surrogacy/1121434/
http://www.ndtv.com/article/india/wombs-for-rent-indian-surrogate-mothers-tell-their-tales-335109
http://articles.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/2013-01-21/chennai/36462224_1_surrogate-mother-fertility-clinic-agents
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/india/9811222/India-bans-gay-foreign-couples-from-surrogacy.html
http://www.scotsman.com/news/ivf-couples-forced-to-travel-abroad-by-shortage-of-donors-1-1714397
http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/foreign-gay-couples-can-not-have-surrogate-babies-india-home-ministry/1/267498.html
http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/foreign-gay-couples-can-not-have-surrogate-babies-india-home-ministry/1/267498.html
http://articles.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/2011-01-27/bangalore/28362718_1_egg-donor-ovarian-hyperstimulation-syndrome-programmes
http://rt.com/news/fertility-tourists-eye-russia/
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/news/article.cfm?c_id=2&objectid=10673537
http://www.dnaindia.com/india/report_no-to-pregnancy-yes-to-surrogacy-for-uk-couples_1382865
http://www.telegraphindia.com/1091213/jsp/7days/story_11857133.jsp
http://blog.drmalpani.com/2009/09/ivf-news-experts-attack-fertility.html
http://www.medindia.net/news/India-Becoming-Commercial-Surrogacy-Centre-31329-1.htm
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